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Abstract

Title: Knowledge management in projects- A study of small consulting firms

Author: Gustav Pilsmo

Background: Knowledge management and how organizations capture the experiences 
gained in projects is a critical topic for many companies of today in order to gain 
competitive advantage. Especially consulting firms that are project-based companies has 
much to gain by considering knowledge management strategies in their organization. 
Much of the literature has its focus on how companies hiring consultants should do in 
order to ensure that the knowledge stays in the organization. Little attention has been 
given to how consulting firms work with knowledge management activities and their 
acquired knowledge from projects. Knowledge management is an interesting concept 
since there are no “best-solution” to follow for the companies that want to consider it. 
Every company exists in its own special context, its own set of employees and clients and 
hence the definition of knowledge management is different for every company. Small 
consulting firms make it even more special since the lack of resources they have and the 
dynamic and flexible nature of small businesses.

Purpose: The purpose of this thesis is to describe and explain how the knowledge 
management related processes looks like within micro and small consulting-firms. 

Methodology: The study can be described as deductive, since the study of this thesis is 
based existing theories on the subject as well as a problem observed in reality. The thesis 
can furthermore be described as a qualitative study. The empirical information was 
gathered by performing semi-structured interviews at three small consulting firms. At each 
of the firms’ interviews were made with someone from the management (CEO/Head of the 
office) as well as one or two persons working as consultants.

Results: The study is considered to show that there is a lack of fixed routines for 
capturing; spreading and reusing internally acquired knowledge from projects within the 
studied small consulting firm. The firms are not considered to have an explicit knowledge 
management procedure and a mapped knowledge management process. But, the firms 
studied have different ways of capturing (storing) acquired knowledge, such as archives, 
and spreading the knowledge, such as mentorship. The reuse of old knowledge from 
previous outcomes or know-how is done in a limited amount. 

Key words: knowledge management, knowledge sharing, knowledge, organizational 
learning and intellectual capital.
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1 Introduction
In this chapter the background to the subject of knowledge management is presented. It 
also presents the problem-discussion, the research questions, purpose and delimitations 
for the thesis. 

1.1 Background
“The only irreplaceable capital an organization possesses is the knowledge and ability of 
its people. The productivity of that capital depends on how effectively people share their 
competence with those who can use it” 
-Andrew Carnegie (IKM-Corporation 1999-2003)

Information and knowledge is our times greatest opportunity to gain a competitive 
advantage for businesses. Knowledge is more valuable and efficient than nature assets, 
large fabrics or large invested capital. The one that possesses the best information or 
maintain it will be the most successful (Stewart et al. 1999)

Today we live in a knowledge intensive society where knowledge play a key role to 
success and thus the organizations needs to consider how they manage knowledge within 
their organization (Stewart et al. 1999:45). Knowledge has always existed in all types of 
organizations, societies and individuals. Also the awareness of managing this knowledge 
can be very meaningful for the earlier mentioned (Groth 1999). However, in the past 
knowledge was treated like something trivial, something that always existed and taken for 
granted (Zack 1999). Today knowledge is seen as one of the most important strategic 
resources with the ability of creating and maintaining a competitive advantage (Zack 
1999). The concept called knowledge-based view is a view in which a company uses 
knowledge to gain advantage over its competitors by knowing more about its customers, 
products, technologies and markets. The knowledge-based view is a management 
concept and is achieved by increasing the organizations employees’ involvement on 
different levels when striving to reach the operational goals (Encyclopedia.com 2009).

When using a knowledge-based view, one is using knowledge management as a 
competitive advantage. Knowledge management is a very wide subject with probably as 
many definitions as there are companies that have tried to or are investigating if they 
should consider it. Basically knowledge management consists of different strategies and 
practices for communicating and saving experience, opinions or insights within an 
organization. Depending on the strategy, techniques and methods of knowledge 
management, the result will vary from organization to organization. Knowledge 
management is not a new concept (Alvesson et al. 2004:174). Nevertheless, it is not until 
the last decades that it has been a focus on knowledge management as a discipline and 
an opportunity for competitive advantage. Organizations have started to realize that, 
depending on if and how they consider knowledge management; it can be a question of 
survival for the organization (Bukh et al. 2005:15). As stated it has become increasingly 
important for organizations to consider knowledge and knowledge management as 
separate processes in order to keep their competitive advantage in their branch according 
to Stewart et al. (1999:52-57). They also claim that knowledge has become one of the 
most important factors for success and that companies needs to be able to capture and 
maintain it. Thus more and more organizations are considering and dedicating resources 
to knowledge management.

In order for the consideration of knowledge management to work like intended it is 
important that the decision and the initiative to working with knowledge have a top-down 
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approach (from the leadership to the practitioners). Without this approach it is hard for the 
concept of knowledge management to imbue the whole organization on the level needed 
for it to create the advantage instead of being a time-consuming obstacle.
(Alvesson et al. 2004:157-160).

1.2 Problem discussion 
Knowledge management is a concept that comprises a set of strategies and practices in 
order to capture, create, store and spread knowledge and experience within the 
organization. There are no clear and precise ways of how an organization should work 
with knowledge management. It does not exist any “best-solution” or “off-the-shelf”-
solutions to follow. (Alvesson et al. 2004) The reason for this is that every organization is 
unique by the means that it exist in a certain context, having its employees, its set of 
clients, its own market, its own competitors and so on. 

When the leaders of an organization want to consider the concept of knowledge 
management the organization develop their specific strategies from the vision of 
knowledge management. The leaders may develop strategies for knowledge management 
and provide the employees with sufficient resources needed. A problem is that they cannot 
control the direction of the knowledge nor can they control to what degree they are 
following the strategies. What they can do is to encourage the employees to follow the 
appointed strategies or encourage them to self-organize how they should work with 
knowledge management. The latter is the most common approach (Alvesson et al. 
2004:173).

Consulting firms in particular are able to appreciate the use of knowledge management 
since knowledge within the consulting-firm is their competitive advantage. They are faced 
with the necessity of continuously updating their employee’s knowledge and promote 
constant learning since knowledge is what a consulting firm sells (Dunford 2000; Villalba 
2006:139). The specialized knowledge within the consulting firm is the reason why the firm 
exist and why other organizations should hire them. By following knowledge management 
strategies they can maximize the employee’s competence and as well the organizations 
level of knowledge as a whole. There are a lot of positive advantages by using knowledge 
management, such as gaining competitive advantage or its competitors, maximize the 
efficiency within the organization etcetera. But, as well as there are positive advantages of 
using knowledge management there are also some negative aspects. The most 
problematic and hardest aspect to overcome for a knowledge-intensive firm such as a 
consulting firm is the individual survival-instinct. There are almost always some individuals 
that live by the belief that one might benefit more from holding information than sharing 
information with others. Some believe that giving away knowledge is giving away power. 
One of the key challenges is to ensure an incentive reward system based on sharing 
information instead of holding it (Dunford 2000).

While studying existing literature much of its focus is on larger, multinational or global 
organizations. Smaller organizations practice the knowledge management processes in a 
different way than the large enterprises due to the characteristics and limitations of the 
small organizations (Kulkarni 2009). As for the larger companies it is obvious that they are 
more able to dedicate resources for knowledge management. But for the smaller 
companies that do not have the same economic potential it becomes even more important 
how they are managing the knowledge within the organization (Albino et al. 2009).
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This thesis is supposed to fill the gap of information that seems to exist today concerning 
how micro and small consulting-firms work with such a resource intensive concept as 
knowledge management. 

1.3 Purpose
The purpose of this thesis is to describe and explain how the knowledge management 
related processes looks like within micro and small consulting-firms. 

1.4 Research questions 
• How is the knowledge acquired in projects being captured, spread and reused 

within the consulting firm?

1.5 Delimitations 
The study will only involve small consulting firms, another criteria is that they are working 
in projects in one way or another. The size-delimitation is valid for the whole study, both 
the survey as well as the theory-section which forms the foundation for the survey.
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2. Methodology
In this chapter of the thesis the reader is given an insight into how the study was 
conducted and the method used. The chapter will introduce the research approach and 
motives for the research design used in the study and describe the realization of the same. 
Finally, the reliability and validity of the research is discussed. 

2.1 Introduction 
The purpose of this thesis is to describe and compare how small knowledge intensive 
consulting-firms are working with knowledge management related processes. What the 
thesis is trying to achieve is therefore of a complex-nature. It can be described as having a 
descriptive approach since the aim of the study is to describe and gather knowledge about 
how the reality looks like, rather than trying to define how things should be and improving 
the studied object (called normative study). (Jacobsen et al. 2002) As the study aim at 
describing how knowledge is captured, spread and reused, a profound understanding of 
how the firms’ processes looks like is needed. This point towards an intensive shape of the 
study, which means getting as many nuances and details as possible from a small number 
of units. (Jacobsen et al. 2002)

2.2 Research approach
The starting point for this thesis derives from a literature study where general theories and 
articles about knowledge management were consulted. Thus, the study has its starting 
point in theory. The study can therefore be classified as having a deductive approach in 
which, according to Björklund and Paulsson (2003), the researcher starts with consulting 
existing theories before collecting empirical information. In this literature-based starting 
point it was pointed out that knowledge management within small companies as well as 
within consulting-firms is of big importance and hard to implement. Then, the research 
problem and firms to study where selected.
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2.3 Qualitative research
The methods and techniques that are suitable for a certain study depend on the research 
problem and purpose of a study (Ghauri et al. 2005:109). As the study aims to describe 
and explain how the knowledge management processes looks like in small consulting 
firms a qualitative approach was selected. Qualitative studies are characterized by 
research based on words and formulations and is considered a good method for receiving 
profound knowledge about a phenomenon (Bryman et al, 2005). A qualitative study 
concentrates on investigating and interpreting the social reality, such as culture and 
working environment. Focus is on different people’s opinions and interpretations, which 
often make interviews a good technique. A quantitative study, on the other hand, focuses 
more on numbers and measurement of variables, which makes it more suitable when 
dealing with a large number of research objects. The techniques are consequently 
methods such as surveys. 

The empirical data was collected by in-depth interviews at three consulting firms.  
Interviews gave the opportunity of giving a depth to the study. Since the nature of 
knowledge management is bound to each organization that is considering it, interviews 
were considered a good method.

2.4 Case-study
This study has been made with a case-study approach where three organizations were 
selected for comparison from certain criteria. The main criteria were the size of the 
organization, location of the firm and what branch they are in, since the aim is to study 
small consulting firms. Due to a couple of reasons this study only involved three consulting 
firms. The reasons were the following; mostly due to the time scope of this study. As well 
as that two organizations would have been too few to be able to make any conclusion from 
and more than three organizations would have been too time-consuming in comparison to 
what that data would have contributed with to this study. A case-study is, according to 
Bryman et al. (2005:71), a study that focuses on a certain place, organization or group. 
Case-study is commonly associated with a qualitatively research since the practitioners 
often chooses qualitative methods since the methods often works well when one wants to 
make an intensively study of a special case, even though it is not necessary. 

This case-study aims of studying several companies in order to be able to compare the 
results, hence three firms were studied. The advantage of studying several firms is that 
one can find and analyze similarities and differences amongst the firms. It is also of use to 
gaining an increased consciousness of how the social reality and context are influencing a 
certain situation (Bryman et al. 2005:75). Since knowledge management is a concept 
influenced by social aspects such as; how the management are promoting it, how the 
employees are perceiving it and how the culture is supporting it, a case-study was 
considered advantageous. Nevertheless, case studies have some clear disadvantages 
when it comes to the degree of generalization one can derive from the results. More about 
this follows in chapter 2.7
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2.6 Data collection

2.6.1 Primary data
In order to answer the research question, primary data were gathered. The primary data, 
which is the data that is collected by the researcher in order to meet a specific objective of 
the study (Björklund et al. 2003: 74, 67), was gathered by performing interviews as well as 
an literature study was made. 

The literature-study and search for relevant data was made. It mainly involved books from 
the local university-library and articles from databases such as Business Source Elite and 
Academic Search Elite. The main part of literature was found mainly searching on the 
keywords: knowledge management, knowledge sharing, knowledge, organizational 
learning and intellectual capital. By reading other essays and thesis's within the, sources 
were found by looking at others references.

During the process of selecting which organizations that was going to be involved in the 
study a mail was sent to approximately fifth-teen companies located on the east-coast of 
southern Sweden due to practical reasons. Three of these organizations responded and 
wanted to be a part of this study. The first contact was established with the CEO’s or the 
head of the offices at the respective firm. To chose the respondents, the CEO or head of 
office was consulted in order to contact consultant that later was interviewed. 

In order to get a good picture of the situation at the different firms, both a manager and 
consultant was chosen at the different firms. At the interviews we could therefore have a 
discussion about how they are working with knowledge management both on a visionary 
as well as practical way. By using interviews and dialogues it was possible to get the 
perspective from the management about what the organizations think about knowledge 
management, how their visions are developed and how they are transforming it into 
practice. In the interviews with the employees information about their perspective of how 
the vision and the strategies are transformed into practice was studied. Also, information 
about if the employees perceive the culture and routines to be promoting or obstructing 
knowledge management procedures was given. See interview guide in the appendix.

2.6.2 Interview technique and guidance
The interviews for this thesis can best be described as semi-structured consisting of 
different categories (themes) with appropriate questions. When following a semi-structure 
for the interviews, the respondents can form their answers in their own words (Bryman et 
al. 2005:362). This differs from a structured interview, that has a standard format and fixed 
response categories. The interviewer does not need to follow the order of the questions 
nor does he have to ask all of them. The biggest benefit from using a semi-structure is the 
freedom for the interviewer; if a question rises during the interview he is free to ask this 
newly founded question, according to Bryman et al. (2005).

An interview-guide with an explanation of the purpose of the study was sent to the 
respondents before the performed interview, in order for the respondents to prepare. All 
interviews were performed in person at the different firms. The interviews lasted between 
35-60 minutes and were all recorded. The advantage of recording is, according to 
Jacobsen (2002) that the interviewer receives full documentation and is later able to quote 
the respondent. During the actual interview the interviewer and the respondent sat down 
alone in a conference-room at the different firms, trying to minimize the disturbing-factors 
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as much as possible. The advantage of sitting alone in a separate room is, as said above, 
to minimize disturbing factors like phones, colleagues and similar factors (Bryman et al. 
2005:370. But on the other hand the interviewee might feel uncomfortable talking alone to 
a stranger and hence become nervous since he/she might feel that the answers given are 
wrong or irrelevant.

2.6.3 Analysis strategy
In the analysis the empirical findings are connected to appropriate theories in order to gain 
an understanding and finding patterns from the respondents’ answers. According to 
Eisenhardt (1989) this should be done by making a primary analysis of the results in order 
to gain an understanding of the case studies, one-by-one and to be able to see all the 
results as a unit before continuing. In this thesis it is done by summarizing the interviews 
as stories divided into appropriate categories (or themes in order to follow the structure of 
the interview-guides) in the chapter of empirical findings. This way of making the primary 
analysis is supported by Eisenhardt (1989). 

Eisenhardt (1989) continues to describe that the next step in the analysis is to search for 
patterns amongst all the case-studies done in the survey. One of the methods to do this is 
according to Eisenhardt (1989) to list the similarities and the differences in order to 
increase the chances of finding details and maybe even making up new categories if 
necessary. The analysis-chapter of this study continues to follow the methods stated by 
Eisenhardt and the similarities and differences listed are following the same structure as 
the interviews.

After the secondary comparative analysis is done hypotheses and conclusions are formed,
based on the patterns and processes discovered and compared to the existing literature 
read within the subject. The theories and models in the theory chapter will form the base 
for the last comparison.

2.7 The quality of the research
There are different opinions about the criteria that should be used for evaluating and 
criticizing quantitative studies. Jacobsen (2002) consider that validity and reliability can be 
used for assessing qualitative studies. Below these two are therefore discussed for this 
study.

2.7.1 Validity
Validity is, according to Bryman et al. (2005), to what extent the collected data is valid, 
relevant and determines if the researchers really are measuring what they had in mind. To 
increase the validity of this study several interviews were made at the companies with 
employees working at different hierarchical levels. The respondents are therefore 
considered to hold the relevant information and be able to depict how knowledge is 
captured, spread and reused in the company. After the interviews were made, they were 
carefully transcribed and later analyzed sentence-by-sentence in order to find relevant 
details, which were interpreted in its context.

2.7.2 Reliability 
Reliability means to what extent the study can be done once again and get the same 
results. Bryman et al. (2005) means that it is hard to determine if a qualitative study ever 
can be repeated since the answers of a qualitative research is of a subjective-nature. As 
this study has a qualitative approach, the reliability is hard to evaluate. The study 
performed gives a limited amount of empirical data and therefore a schematic picture of 
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reality. The reason for this was the limited timeframe that resulted in seven interviews. 
There is furthermore always a risk that the respondents give a subjective picture of reality. 
They might depict the reality as more positive as they want to put themselves or the 
company in a favorable light. Further, Bryman et al. (2005) are discussing that a social 
context is never fixed but constantly changing and that the subjective perspective is 
changing as well and hence the reliability are more suited for a quantitative research. This 
study is therefore to be considered a snapshot of these companies in this stage and 
moment in time. 

2.7.3 Generalization
While using a case-study approach the researcher has to be aware of the lack of 
generalization. (Bryman et al, 2005) It is important that the research keeps in mind that it is 
not possible to find an object (case) that can represent all the objects in the same class 
(sector). What the research can do is to strive to find objects to represent a certain degree 
of theoretical generalization (Bryman et al. 2005:73). They continue to claim that a case 
study is about the following:
“The important question is not how the results can be generalized to a further conclusion 
but how well the researcher can generate theoretical statements from the results.”
(Bryman et al. 2005:73)

The study can therefore only be seen as valid for the interviewed companies at this given 
time. The representatively to other consulting firms is unknown. The descriptive chapters 
of this thesis are only valid for the cases studied, but can be of interest for other 
organizations that are interested in knowledge management. It is not possible to make any 
assumptions on how other organization are or can work with knowledge management. 
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3 Theoretical frameworks
The theoretical framework present the theories needed to gain an understanding of the 
empirical findings. The chapter contains theories about knowledge, knowledge 
management and different strategies to manage knowledge. Finally, knowledge 
management in the context of projects is presented. 

3.1 Selection of theories
The purpose of this thesis is to “describe and explain how the knowledge management 
related processes looks like within micro and small consulting-firms”. As the base for 
knowledge management we have knowledge, obviously. Consequently this chapter starts 
by explaining and discussing the concept knowledge. The next section contains different 
knowledge management strategies. For example, in what context knowledge is created 
and strategies on how the organization can foster a knowledge-creating environment. The 
purpose of this thesis is to study small consulting firms that are mainly project-based, 
which is common for consulting firms. Hence, theories about what a project is and the 
different steps involved in a project are presented. The last part of this chapter contain 
theories about and characteristics of small businesses and what makes them so different 
in comparison to larger businesses, in order for the reader to understand how knowledge 
management differ in these businesses. 

Nonaka bases the selected theories in the theoretical framework on the theories of well-
recognized authors within the field of knowledge management that is especially the 
established discipline set in the 1990s. 

3.2 Knowledge
Alvesson et al. (2004:48) are discussing the difficulties to define knowledge because every 
discipline has its own way of using and understanding what it is. In this study knowledge is 
used as by the authors Braf (2000) and Little et al. (2005) are discussing it; that knowledge 
is not just what you know but also that it includes experience, values, intuition or 
conviction. There are several ways of defining knowledge. One of the most referred way 
(Braf, 2000) is by splitting knowledge into two parts and define them separately; Explicit 
knowledge and tacit knowledge. It is not possible to see one as more important over the 
other; they should be seen as complementary to each other. An example of this is about 
the written language. It is not possible to learn how to write unless you have developed 
your skills in the verbal language; hence, the explicit knowledge makes no sense without 
the tacit knowledge. Knowledge is created through interaction between explicit and tacit 
knowledge (Little et al. 2005:25).

3.2.1 Tacit knowledge
Tacit knowledge can be defined with this old simple sentence by Polanyi (Villalba 2006:12) 
“people know more than they can tell”. As a matter of fact many authors of today still use 
this definition when they are trying to describe what tacit knowledge is (Villalba 2006). 
Tacit knowledge is rooted into actions, procedures, ideas, values and emotions. This type 
of knowledge only exists into the human mind/body (Sanchez, 2005:3). It is difficult to 
communicate tacit knowledge and teach other of that knowledge. Tacit knowledge is 
taught by the concept “learning-by-doing”. One has to experiment or be trained to gain the 
experience. (Little et al. 2005:24). A practice example of tacit knowledge is how to ride a 
bike. In the beginning you fell of the bike a lot of times, but by experiment and try again 
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and again you learned how to balance on the bike. It can be described with another quote 
regarding tacit knowledge by Polanyi (Little et al. 2005:111) which is:
“This is the usual process of unconscious trial and error by which we feel our way to 
success and may continue to improve on our success without specifiable knowing how we 
do it...” (Little et al. 2005:111)

3.2.2 Explicit knowledge
Explicit knowledge on the other hand is knowledge that can easily be codified 
(transformed into verbal or written form) and stored. Examples of explicit knowledge are 
books, manuals and formulas that are easily shared amongst people (Little et al. 2005:25). 
The problem, however, is that when explicit knowledge is stored in. For example a 
database as data, it is only a “tip of an iceberg” of information needed to being able to use 
it correctly, since the information saved as data is taken out of its context and being 
“meaningless” as it is. To be able to understand the data there is a requirement of 
adequate information about the context. This can be done in a number of ways; two 
examples of them are; save explicit information about the context in the same media as 
where the data were stored or relay on that the culture within the organization provides 
sufficient information about the context in order to understand it correctly (Tuomi 1999:11)

Knowledge is acquired by experience, studies and training. It is transformed into 
information at the same moment as it is articulated (verbal or textual) within a conceptual 
context. Only after a person have the correct information and sufficient knowledge one can 
create data of it. The information needs to be split into parts that have no meaning and 
needs to be taken into consideration outside its context. If a person except the one whom 
posses the knowledge should be able to interpret the knowledge both persons needs have 
a similar view of the world, where to knowledge make sense (Tuomi 1999:14). A 
requirement to be able to share the knowledge a trust between the participants is needed. 
This trust can be obtained in different kind of ways; it can for example be obtained by 
motive the persons, make them responsible for different areas or just make them feel as a 
team with no prestigious-boundaries. Hence, it can be discussed the importance of the 
work culture when sharing knowledge. There is an illustration (figure 2.1) below that shows 
knowledge and the relation to its surroundings made by Tuomi (1999, p.8).

In the past knowledge has been seen as something absolute, static and non-humanistic. 
But this view on knowledge is ancient and false according to Little et al. (2005:24). Toumi’s 
(1999) view, however, have a more modern approach where the context where the 
knowledge is created seems to play an important part.
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Figure 3.1 the reversed hierarchy (Tuomi 1999, p.14)

3.3 Knowledge conversion
Knowledge is created through interactions between tacit and explicit knowledge, the 
interaction is called Knowledge conversion. The knowledge conversion is said to be the 
very core of the knowledge-process (Nonaka et al. 1995:57). This conversion has four 
modes: Socialization, Externalization, Combination and Internalization. These four modes 
create a spiral of knowledge (Villalba 2006:40). Shown in figure 2.2. Worth noting is that 
the interactions form a spiral that expands in every lap, starting on an individual level and 
moving upwards to an organizational learning level. Through the processes the 
organizational boundaries are crossed several times, where the employees are interacting 
with clients, consumers, different organizations, universities and new theories (Little et al. 
2005:29).

Figure 3.2 Nonanka’s spiral of knowledge (Villalba 2006:40)
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3.3.1 Socialization - tacit to tacit
Socialization is the process where tacit knowledge is converted into new tacit knowledge 
to several persons at the same time. Tacit knowledge, as told above, is difficult to 
communicate, formalize and share since it is connected to a specific time and space. The 
conversing process of socializing is therefore a learning-process where the new 
knowledge is taught via shared experience (Alvesson et al. 2004:173). A typical example 
of the socialization-process is the apprenticeship where a mentor via observing, imitation 
and practice teaches the one in the learning-process. Socialization also occurs during the 
informal meetings, both inside and outside the workplace, such as the informal “meetings” 
at the coffee-machine (Villalba 2006:40).

3.3.2 Externalization - tacit to explicit
When tacit knowledge is made explicit, and easily shared amongst others, the knowledge 
has been externalized. In the dialogues and discussions when the knowledge conversion 
is made, the tacit knowledge is expressed with metaphors (Little et al. 2005:28). A 
limitation while externalize knowledge is because the tacit knowledge is explained by 
metaphors the explanations are seldom perfect and they are often insufficient. Which in 
turn creates a perfect opportunity for discussion and reflection (Nonaka et al. 1995:64)?

The socialization and the externalization is important since in order to express the tacit 
knowledge to other individuals (Nonaka et al. 1995:71)

3.3.3 Combination - explicit to explicit
The conversion-process of combination is when explicit knowledge is made more complex 
though combination, editing and processing systematically with more explicit knowledge 
(Nonaka et al. 1995:67). The process can be divided into two parts; the codification and 
the disseminating (Little et al. 2005:26). The new knowledge, that has been codified, is 
then spread throughout the organization via different sources such as manuals, images, 
communities or databases (Villalba 2006:40).

3.3.4 Internalization - explicit to tacit
When explicit knowledge is transmitted into tacit knowledge via simulations and 
experimentations, the process is called internalization. It is often related to the process of 
“learn by doing” in cross-functional teams such as R&D-teams. An example can be the 
trainee-ship where theory and practice occurs closely related to each other, where the 
reflection-part of the practice plays a great role (Little et al. 2005:26). According to Nonaka 
et al. (Villalba 2006:40), internalization occurs:

“When experiences through socialization, externalization and combination are internalized 
into individual’s tacit knowledge bases in the form shared mental models or technical 
know-how, they become valuable assets” (Villalba 2006:40).
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3.4 Knowledge management strategies
A knowledge management strategy does not only set up the mission and objective for the 
company using it, but also how the form of their deliveries should look like (Storey, 2010).
There are two main knowledge management-related strategies; they are in contrast to the 
other; codifying and personalization. In one end we have codifying, with a focus on 
computers, and on the other end we have personalization with a focus on the personnel. 
There are wild discussions whether they can be seen as strategies or not. But according to 
Alvesson et al. (2004:166) it is not false to define them as strategies since both of the 
approaches influences the fundamental infrastructure of the organization. Even though the 
strategies may affect the organizations way of work there are still little guidance in order to 
measure the results gained from it (Storey, 2010).

But as the world is not completely black or white, nor is the aspect of knowledge 
management strategies. According to Alvesson et al. (2004:167) an organization can and 
should not use only one of the proposed strategies even though one should have more 
focus on one strategy. Further they propose a mixture with a proportion of 80/20 to be able 
to use a knowledge management in the most successful manner. The different strategies 
are often said to fit different types of organization during certain stages of their maturity 
(Alvesson et al. 2004). Either strategy has a direct impact of the services or products 
offered to the clients. And will in many situations create a certain competitive advantage 
for the organization that chooses to have a knowledge management strategy (Storey, 
2010).

3.4.1 Codifying 
The first of the two strategies, codifying, is probably the most associated when thinking of 
knowledge management. It makes the tacit knowledge more explicit. Within this strategy 
the focus is on the computers and with help from the techniques (Storey, 2010). The 
information should be accessible for everyone within the organization. The basic idea is 
that the knowledge has been very carefully codified and stored within a database. The 
knowledge has been stored together with a relevant pattern and meta-data so that 
everyone in the organization should be able to understand and use it. Codifying can be 
synonymous with formalization, just because it is often used within the bureaucratic and 
mature organizations (Alvesson et al. 2004:166) normally associated with production-firms 
or where standardized approaches can be made (Storey, 2010). 

This strategy originates from the theories of reuse, where the employees are reusing 
knowledge more or less voluntarily. If used correctly, the organization can create a lever, 
by using and refine the already made code in order to create cheaper solution with a 
higher quality (Alvesson et al. 2004:166). Codifying knowledge within an organization can 
in many cases increase a company’s advantage by having the knowledge packaged in 
services (Storey, 2010).

3.4.2 Personalization
Personalization is the second of the main strategies there is within knowledge 
management through direct person-to-person interaction (Storey, 2010). As told by the 
name, personalization is about having certain knowledge bounded to a certain person and 
disseminated by a directly interaction between the knowledge-owner and the one being 
taught (Alvesson et al. 2004). Personalization is employed when relaying on tacit 
knowledge. A major setback with this strategy is that quality cannot be ensured since the 
knowledge is bound to a person and cannot be objectively judged (Storey, 2010). This 
strategy is common within consulting-firms, or innovative organizations, where the 
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deliveries mainly are customized depending on the unique situation. The strategy is tight 
coupled to the knowledge conversion-process of socialization and is depending on the 
ability of guiding the knowledge by mixing certain situations and certain individuals. When 
using personalization discussions, observing and imitating are the most common ways of 
sharing the knowledge (Alvesson et al. 2004:166).

The key-point in an organization that chooses to use personalization as a knowledge 
management strategy is to recruit and maintain personnel with a high qualification. The 
strategy is by its nature reducing the strategic importance of the leaders since it is relaying 
on the independency of the employees (Alvesson et al. 2004:167).

3.5 The shared context of knowledge creation
Since knowledge needs a context in which it is created, the knowledge-creating process is 
highly context-specific in the terms of whom and how participated. The shared context 
does not necessarily need to be physical places for example like a meeting, an 
organization or similar places. The shared context should rather be seen as the time, 
space and which values that are connected to the knowledge-creating activity (Little et al. 
2005:31; Villalba 2006:42). 

The key to the shared context of knowledge creation lies within the interaction among the 
individuals or between individuals and their environment. The shared context has a 
dynamic and complex structure. It sets boundaries for the knowledge-creation but it is still 
so open so every participant can come and go as they like, all providing to the shared 
context of knowledge creation (Little et al. 2005:31). With this in mind, the shared context 
is something constantly evolving as the needs from the participants’ changes; it exists with 
“here and now”-philosophy. The context exists within the range from micro-level to macro-
level. It exists among individuals, among individuals and the environment, or amongst 
organizations, it is set by the needs of the participants (Takeuchi et al. 1986).

The shared context of knowledge creation can be created intentionally or spontaneously. 
The leadership can provide time and space in order to create the shared context among 
the participants. It is important to consider the right mix of people and promote the 
interaction amongst them, if one wants to try to create a shared context intentionally. 
Spontaneously created shared contexts can be formed very quickly between employees or 
other individuals when they are working together in some way. It does not necessary have 
to be within the organization (Takeuchi et al. 1986). A great task for the leaders is 
therefore to find and figure out how to utilize it in the best way possible, because a shared 
context can disappear just as quickly as it was formed (Little et al. 2005:41).

If one wants a shared context to be created (intentionally or spontaneously) the leaders 
must provide sufficient conditions in order to create a shared context with energy and 
quality. According to Nonaka et al. (Little et al. 2005:42), there are five different strategies 
in order to create good conditions for shared context of knowledge creation. The strategies 
are listed below and the pros’ and cons’ are listed and explained.

3.5.1 Autonomy
Self-organization is one way of increasing chances of finding new information and creating 
knowledge. Autonomy is a good way of motivating the employees and increasing their 
commitment to the organization. An example could be that in an organization when using 
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cross-functional self-organization teams. They can perform and solve very difficult problem 
because they can see the problem (and the solutions) from various angles at the same 
time (Takeuchi et al. 1986). Innovating researching projects are commonly composed by 
individuals from various parts of the organization (Little et al. 2005:42).

An organization that uses autonomy to create new knowledge can be seen as a living 
organism, where every employee is like an organ. Every organ controls all the changes 
occurring continuously within themselves and it determines its boundary via self-
reproduction. When all organs are put together it becomes a living organism with a 
synergy where the sum of all parts seen together is greater than the sum of all organs 
seen as individuals (Little et al. 2005:42).

3.5.2 Creative Chaos
Another way of stimulating the interactions between the individuals and its environment is 
to using a creative chaos. A creative chaos is, in comparison to chaos, a strategy from the 
leadership of arrange the sense of a crisis among the employees. During a crisis the 
organization are faced with certain breakdown routines, like re-making and re-thinking the 
organizational routines, habits and frameworks. The goal is to get the individuals of the 
organization to start thinking and questioning the existing premises. The difficulties 
however lies in the hands of the leaders, their timing and situation must be exactly when 
introducing a creative chaos. If executed incorrectly it might create a complete disorder 
within the organization (Little et al. 2005:43).

3.5.3 Redundancy
A third strategy for providing sufficient conditions to a shared context of knowledge 
creation is redundancy. Redundancy refers to the general overlapping of information of 
organizational activities and responsibilities. According to Little et al. (2005) this strategy 
speeds up the knowledge-creating process in two ways. Firstly, the redundancy promotes 
the sharing of tacit knowledge within the organization since the “individuals can sense 
what the others are trying to articulate”. Secondly, it helps the employees of the 
organization to understand their position within the organization, what their role is and 
what they can do to improve the situation for the organization as a whole (Takeuchi et al. 
1986). With redundancy, an organization does not need to relay on just one employee but 
rather on the role that plenty employees posses, for example project-leader (Little et al. 
2005:43).

Redundancy of information increases the amount of information and can easily lead to an 
information overload where the relevant information is drowning in the large amount of 
information the organization can end up with. This is therefore a costly strategy and there 
has to exist a strategy how to process and store the amount of information created (Little 
et al. 2005:43).

3.5.4 Requisite Variety
For an organization to be able to handle the variation and complexity of the environment 
and its challenges one has to possess requisite variety. To achieve requisite variety, the 
organization can combine the information in a flexible and quickly so everyone throughout 
the organization has access to it on equal terms (Takeuchi et al. 1986). The main goal with 
this strategy is that everyone should know where the information is located, where it is 
accumulated and how they can access it in the quickest way possible. In practice, there 
are two ways of implementing this strategy. The first is to have a flat and flexible 
organization centered on an information network, accessible for everyone. The second is 
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to frequently change the structure of the organization or change the roles of the 
employees frequently, enabling interdisciplinary knowledge amongst the employees (Little 
et al. 2005:44).

3.5.5 Love, Care, Trust and Commitment
The foundation of knowledge creation is a loving, caring, trusting and committing 
environment; it is the same with the foundation of knowledge sharing. Individuals by nature 
are trying to monopolize when new information and knowledge are created as they might 
gain more power with it. This is as told above one of the major issues regarding knowledge 
sharing, and the one of the greatest tasks for the leaders to overcome. The only way of 
overcoming this issue is to foster a loving, caring, trusting and committing environment 
based on the knowledge vision. To make this environment possible the employees needs 
to be highly inspired and motivated to reach the goal. The working culture needs to be 
selfless and there cannot be any sense of pride amongst the employees since that leads 
to the opposite goal than the one with this strategy(Little et al. 2005:44).

3.6 Project
The following chapter explains what the author of this study means with a project, common 
processes in a project and finally different definitions of a project success.

3.6.1 What is a project?
Projects exist in almost every organization as of today. Sometimes it is being misused and 
everything seems to be a project since the definition of a project is that it needs to have a 
specific purpose, a time limit and a limited set of resources (Randolph et al. 1988). Another 
definition of what a project is. Is best made with a quote from an article written by Sahlin-
Andersson et al. (2002):

“A project is an organization unit dedicated to the attainment of a goal - generally the 
successful completion of a developmental product on time, within budget, and in 
conformance with predetermined performance specifications” (Sahlin-Andersson et al. 
(2002).

3.6.2 Project success
The traditional view of project success is often limited to the variables of time, cost and 
scope; the terminology of “success” is therefore only seen as a success regarding the 
operational goals of the project. This view of project was the common way to define 
project-success between the sixties to the eighties because it was easy to measure and 
rate the project within the organization and was called the iron-triangle (figure 2.3). The 
focus of the projects was to get the work done, make sure it worked and get them out of 
the way as quick as possible. There was barely any customer contact or any follow-ups on 
the project or troubleshooting (Jugdev et al. 2005).

Figure 3.3 the author’s own illustration of the “iron triangle”

As the decades past by and the techniques evolved, the definition of project success has 
evolved as well. The 21-century view of project success has changed and somehow 
emerged with the business and strategic goals of the organizations (Jugdev et al. 2005). 
Today, the critical factors for a project-success is amongst other things based on; The 
project mission and how well the goals are defined, the resources and support provided by 
the top management, the communication with the client, the acceptance of change among 
the clients and the training and selection of the personnel of the project-team(Jugdev et al. 
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2005). It is only by combining and managing these factors the project will be completely 
successful.

3.6.3 Traditional project management
According to Sahlin-Andersson et al. (2002) the traditional view of project management is 
described as the model below, where a careful systematic planning is of great importance 
and a detailed a priori specification has to be made.

Figure 3.4 Project process, (Sahlin-Andersson et al. 2002) 

In the first phase, concept initiating, the top management discovers the need for a change 
and preliminary goals are set. In the development-planning phase, formal plans of 
accomplishing the project’s goals are set, the different activities are scheduled and 
resources are allocated. During the third phase, implementation executing, the actual work 
is done, the different activities are executed in order to reach the objectives of the project. 
The final stage is to terminate and shut down the project. During this final stage the project 
delivery is made and the resources involved in the project has to released and reassigned.

3.7 Management in small businesses 
Much of the management strategies and “how-to”-s are designed for large companies. The 
management-style of smaller businesses is according to Ylinenpaa (2005) “if you already 
know the answer, why should you waste time and money”. This motto defines the whole 
structure of this kind of businesses and how they manage their business. Since smaller 
businesses do not possess the same resources, they cannot offer the same educational 
and training opportunities as larger companies. This contributes to the thought of small 
businesses as less informed and with a poor personal competence network. 

Research within the subject in the past has shown that small firms in general spend less 
resource on developing the competence of the personnel, which in turn also contributes to 
the general thought that smaller businesses are less qualified and have less interest in 
increasing their competence than larger companies. This previous research is however 
questioned in recently done research showing a result that small businesses invest a lot 
more than previously known, but in another way of training. Smaller companies are 
following an on-the-job developing of their competence, which means a more informal way 
of learning like work-related training for each projects and interaction with external 
competencies, pointed out by Ylinenpaa (2005). It is further discussed that “learning from 
others on-the-job” is a characteristic small businesses.
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Small businesses are also characterized as being an extension of its owner/manager who 
once started the firm, still preserving the informality and flexibility as when being newly 
founded. Generalizing of smaller businesses is difficult since they have such an 
entrepreneur-spirit and live by the rules of, do not waste resources on something you do 
not know is going to help you, as discussed by Ylinenpaa (2005). He continues to argue 
that the uncertain environment that smaller firms often exists in are dealt with by using a 
high degree of centralization, either by letting the owner/manager being in total control or 
by at least be having the “gate-keeper” function. The entrepreneur-spirit is also show in the 
top-down management-style that is typical to small businesses. The key to success in 
small business is not only the accessibility of resources, but just as much how well the 
competence is managed (Hutchinson et al. 2005).

3.8 Theoretical synthesis 
The relevant theories chosen for this study is: Knowledge conversion, knowledge 
management strategies, and the shared context of knowledge creation, project and 
management in small businesses. These theories can be described in relation to each 
other in figure 3.5 below. 

Figure 3.5 is modeled by the author with its purpose of showing how knowledge 
management can be considered in order to provide the best result. Knowledge is 
captured, spread and reused in the knowledge conversion where the knowledge is 
transformed into different states depending on if it should be stored or spread further 
throughout the persons active in the project. It is important that the shared context in which 
the knowledge is created is a lot similar each other in order for the participants to 
understand and interpret the knowledge correctly. By using adequate strategies of 
fostering an appropriate shared context for knowledge creation as well as knowledge 
conversion in every step of the project-cycle an organization can receive the best results 
from considering knowledge management in their organization.

The starter for this synthesis is the knowledge; created and shared by the participants, as 
well as the storage of the knowledge chosen from adequate knowledge strategies. In the 
core of this model is knowledge conversion: the interaction between tacit and explicit 
knowledge in order to process the knowledge to be able to spread it amongst the 
participants. The surroundings of the knowledge conversion are the shared context of 
knowledge creation in which the participants needs to have a similar understanding of the 
knowledge in order to interpret it. These steps should be considered in every step of the 
project management lifecycle in order to manage and maintain the knowledge up to date.
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Figure 3.5 Theoretical synthesis (The authors’ own interpretation)
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4 Empirical findings
The following chapter contains the compilations from the interviews performed. The three 
consulting-firms interviewed are presented within its own section, starting with a 
presentation of each company.

The respondents for this study are listed below:
Alias Respondent Firm/Role Length of 

interview
CEO Anders Johansson Envima AB, CEO 60min

Consultant B Thomas Törnroth Envima AB, Consultant 36min

Consultant C Consultant Envima AB, Consultant 40min

Consultant D Elisabeth Willén Crearum, Co-
founder/Consultant

35min

Head of the office Fredrik Liffner Crepido System AB, Head of 
the office

52min

Consultant E Emil Hedenberg Crepido System AB, 
Consultant

35min

Consultant F Ellinor Lönnborg Crepido System AB,
Consultant

35min

Table 4.1: Conducted interviews

4.1 Envima AB 
The interview with Envima AB was made with the CEO Johansson and the two consultants 
Törnroth (Consultant B) and Consultant C. Information about the company is partly taken 
from the web-site of Envima AB (www.envima.se).

4.1.1 Company presentation 
Envima is a consulting-firm with a focus on environmental-questions. The environmental-
sector is a fast developing sector where many new directives and laws are founded within 
the European Union, as the public interest has increased over the past decade. 

Within the firm they have different business-areas, each with a different focus on the 
environment and its effects. The different sectors are; Environmental-revision, 
environmental laws, education, environmental management as well as traditional 
consulting missions.

All the respondents agree that Envima AB is a rather flat organization because of its small 
size. Even though most of the assignments are coordinated by the CEO or Consultant B 
(original founder of Envima AB), it is in the job-description of every consultant to find and 
promote the organization. This is important in order to create more job-opportunities says 
Consultant B. However, all the decisions regarding accepting new job-offers are discussed 
with the CEO in order to create a balanced workload for all the employees.
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Envima AB’s slogan is “We understand the assignment”1 and is according to the CEO the 
ideological foundation of Envima AB and means that they understand the needs and
always adapt to each situation depending on the client.

Envima AB was founded in 2001 as a single person-consulting firm but as of 2010 has 
been sold to present CEO who also was the first hired employee. Envima AB have grown 
to eight employees including the CEO, but the plan for the future is to double its labor 
force within a three-years plan says the CEO.

4.1.2 Knowledge 
The employees at Envima AB have more or less the same definitions of knowledge. When 
defining knowledge, the respondents are proclaiming it in the same way, as the knowledge 
that one possesses inside one-self. However, they cannot define knowledge without 
defining competence in the same sentence. Competence is seen as the practically version 
of knowledge, in other words, what you can do with your knowledge. The respondents are 
all saying that Envima AB are valuing the knowledge of their employees very high, 
obviously since they are a knowledge-based company, but they value their competence 
even more because it’s what they offer the clients. The clients are buying their knowledge 
and the service that they can mediate it to them, Consultant C claims:
“Of course I value my knowledge very much, if not, you do not belong as a 
consultant”2(Consultant C)

According to Consultant B the employees possesses more or less the same general 
knowledge about the business, but have their specific competence: 
“About 60-70% of the employees knowledge is commonly known knowledge, the rest is 
specific to the employee, it is often specific depending on what interest he/she 
has”3(Consultant B).

Consultant C also explains this:
“We have different persons responsible for the different business-areas /.../ there are 
different criteria you must fulfill in order of being head of a sector /.../ but that does not 
mean that they only work with that /.../ You get the opportunity of trying all the areas, there 
are no permanent roles”4(Consultant C).

4.1.3 Knowledge strategies
According to the respondents the competitive advantage within Envima AB is not just the 
specific knowledge that the consultants posses but rather the network of contacts that they 
have access to. To quote Consultant B:
“Today it’s not enough with the individual knowledge, you got to have a collective 
knowledge, the knowledge that exist within your network, both externally and internally 
/...)/In the future, the one sitting as the best liaison will win”5(Consultant B).

                                               
1 “Vi förstår uppdraget”
2 “Det är klart ja värderar mina kunskaper högt. Annars har man inte som konsult att göra”
3 “Man kan väl säga att 60-70% av kompetensen är gemensam, resten är man specifik inom. Ofta varierar 
det efter vilket intresse personen i fråga har.”
4 “Vi har de som är affärsområdes-ansvariga /.../ det finns kriterier för att man ska få vara områdes-ansvarig 
/.../ men det betyder inte att man bara får jobba det /.../ man får prova allt!”
5 “Idag räcker det inte med individuell kompetens, utan man måste ha en kollektiv kompetens. Som finns i 
sitt nätverk, både internt och externt /.../ Dom som sitter som den bästa spindel i nätet med kontakter vinner.”
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He also claims that the best strategy for storage and reuse of knowledge is to compress 
and store it in different archives, maybe not in a literally but a metaphorical way. This 
means in the way of making products or services that in an easy way can be offered to 
clients. He describes this with an example:
“if for example I were to leave the company today, 50-60% of my knowledge are 
compressed and archived in tools, products and services”6(Consultant B).

The CEO says that in the life as a consultant it is important to reuse other solutions in 
order to produce deliveries as fast as possible. At the same time he points out the 
importance of being critical to everything you reuse and try to refine the solutions. 

4.1.4 Education
The CEO has the responsibility for the education and competence of the employees. 
Anders Johansson says that if an employee wants to increase its knowledge in an area it 
is discussed at informal gatherings and officially at semi-annual meetings between the 
CEO and the employee. At these semi-annual meetings the employee sets up a six-
months plan to close the knowledge-gap. However, all the respondents confirm that it is 
mainly up to them to discover the need as well as finding a relevant education.

When Envima AB is hiring new personnel they are using a mentorship-strategy, where the 
newly employed works in a team with another employee. The mentor is supposed to help 
the new employee with all practical stuff as well as get to know the branch. The CEO 
describes it as a long-term project where the newly employed and the mentor works in pair 
and after a while they are trying to phase the newly employed to be more and more 
independent. When asking Consultant C who is the last employed at Envima AB the 
answer is that the mentorship works very good. Consultant C states:
“In the beginning it was mostly for introduction and information, but later it has become a 
long-term project, we are working tight together and it is explicitly said that he is my 
mentor”7(Consultant C).

4.1.5 Storing the knowledge
The CEO has introduced a tool, in the form of a matrix. In this matrix for storing knowledge 
in which all the employees and their respective knowledge areas are listed. This is done 
after having discussed and compared these knowledge areas in collaboration with the 
employee. This tool is according to Anders Johansson supposed to make it very easy to 
identify and compare the knowledge within the company. It is also a tool that helps to 
identify the need of distributing new knowledge amongst the employees, based on their 
current knowledge and desires in what areas they want to increase their knowledge. He 
also says that the matrix has another purpose as well, namely, forcing the employees to 
search themselves and think about where they are in the matrix. But, the two consultants 
interviewed points out that they consider the matrix to be a bit unnecessary since they are 
so few employees today, and has therefore not had any success using it. Nonetheless, 
they all agree on that a tool like this might be necessary if the company is to grow in the 
future, Consultant B says:
“We are too few employees today to have too much administratively processes /.../ But 
you never know, it might be necessary in the future.”8(Consultant B).

                                               
6 “Om jag skulle gå hem idag så skulle 50-60% av min kunskap vara förpackad i olika verktyg och tjänster”
7 “I början var det mest för praktisk information, sedan har det blivit ett långtgående projekt, vi jobbar mycket 
ihop och det är sagt att han är min handledare”
8 Vi är för små idag för att ha för mycket av det administrativa /.../ men sedan vet man aldrig vad som behövs 
i framtiden”
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Envima AB has had a system for storing and spreading newly acquired knowledge through 
education. In the form of a folder on the server where a brief report of the new knowledge 
was stored. Here the employees could find the latest updates without spending that much 
time searching since everyone knew where it was located. This system was working in the 
past but it has been forgotten and no one use it nowadays says Consultant C.

All reports and old deliveries from earlier projects are stored in an archive in which it is 
possible to find the documents and see the results and feedback from that project. That 
archive is very structured and every document is bound to project-number claims 
Consultant B. To find the correct project-number it is possible to make a cross-search from 
either the project-name or the client. He continues:
“There is no real methodology of how to use it, but we have a giant archive with every 
outcome from every project with as much knowledge as you want /.../ Sometimes they 
search for the reports there and reuse it.”9(Consultant B).

4.1.6 The work-culture 
The three respondents agree upon that the work-culture of Envima AB is a sum of non-
prestigious individuals, a friendly and open environment and Consultant C says:
“You’re known by the company you keep, so even if someone would be a bit more 
‘prestige-seeking’, you probably get taken down to earth when you come 
here”10(Consultant C)

The original founder, Consultant B, points out that he had the thought of an open working 
environment when he hired the first employee at Envima AB. From the knowledge he had 
from earlier consulting-jobs he was convinced that a non-prestigious surrounding started 
from the top with a non-prestigious management, a management that lived by the rules 
“practice what you preach”11, and it would spread through the whole organization and all 
employees would live by the same rules. He continues to explain that by a non-prestigious 
work environment means a non-competitive work environment and that people do not brag 
about their own solutions and happily share it amongst the others, and the others do not 
feel ashamed asking or using others solutions.

4.1.7 Communication
Since Envima AB is a rather small organization they mostly relay on the informal meetings 
such as speaking to each other while on a coffee break or the informal chat they have 
while sitting in the same room working on the same or different projects according to the 
respondents.

Every other week Envima AB has an official meeting where they make their resource-
planning for the coming two weeks. During these meetings they have one employee in 
charge. They have a rolling schedule so everyone gets the opportunity to highlight if they 
have any specific issues they want to address. In the past it was the CEO who was in 
charge of the meeting. He introduced a rolling schedule in order to get different 

                                               
9 “Det finns ingen metodik för hur man ska jobba med det, men vi har ett jättekatalogsystem med hur mycket 
kompetens och kunskap som helst /.../ Ibland så tar dom rapporterna och återanvänder”
10 “Man blir som man umgås så även om någon skulle vara lite merar “presitge-sökande” så blir man nog lite 
nedtagen på jorden när man kommer hit”
11 “Lev som du lär”
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perspectives during the meetings, where the employees would be motivated to focus on 
what they think is important according to them.

4.1.8 Routines and processes
After ending a project, at least larger projects, the project leader make a survey in order to 
receive feedback on the project says the CEO. In the survey the client normally answer a 
set of questions on a scale from one to four. If the project leader receives a “not satisfied” 
he/she writes a divergence-report in their system and then the CEO and the project-leader 
discuss it internally to see what did go wrong. If the discussion leads to a change in the 
work-process it is discussed during the meetings they have every other week. If a project, 
however, does only receive positive feedback, there are no routines or processes to make 
a reflection over why it was only positive response or what did we do so good this time. It 
is all up to the project-leader of the project to reflect on it when it is his turn to be in charge 
of the meeting.

When a project is about to start up, however, they have a couple of steps that they 
normally do, but it is not explicit routines. It is, as in many other cases, up to the project-
leader if experiences from old projects are to be used says Consultant B. He continues 
with an example of how old solutions can be used:
“An example is if one are to hold a seminar within a subject someone else in the company 
already has held, then about 80% of the material can be reused and you only have to do  
20% yourself”12(Consultant B).

He explains that it is normally the project leader who takes a look in the archive. The latter 
is especially true for projects in which anyone are to hold a seminar or similar, then the 
person can reuse maybe 80 percent of the material and only have to re-produce 20 
percent, which is significantly cost and time-saving. 

4.2 Crearum AB
The interview with Crearum AB was made with one person, namely the co-owner and 
consultant Willén (Consultant D). Information about the company is partly taken from the 
web-site of Crearum AB (www.crearum.se).

4.2.1 Company presentation
The consulting-firm Crearum ABs business objective is to add creativity to individuals and 
organizations in order to increase their ability of rethinking and realize ideas and hence 
increase the ability of changing. In many cases Crearum AB is hired by other companies to
be facilitators in changing processes, normally only during the phases to find or develop 
innovations or change a clients visions, but sometimes they are also hired for the 
implementation-phase.

Crearum AB was founded at the Linköping University in collaboration with Mjärdevi 
Science Park in order to create an environment that supported innovations and 
knowledge-creation from the university. After a year, driven as a pilot-project, a 
methodology was formed in order to promote the creativity. After having been driven under 
the regime of the university during a couple of years Crearum AB hived off from the 
university and became a joint-stock company.

                                               
12
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Crearum AB is today a small two-person company with a lot of experience within the area 
of innovation and creativity. Crearum AB is owned by the two employees and by Envima 
AB and sometimes they work tightly coupled together in different projects.

4.2.2 Knowledge 
Since the business-objective of Crearum AB is to promote and encourage new ideas and 
innovations as well as leading groups, Consultant D states:
“It is very important to have knowledge about the how to structure the work and what kinds 
of environments that encourage new ideas to grow /.../ and understand how humans 
function in-group and what one can do to break certain patterns”(Consultant D).

4.2.3 Knowledge strategies
Since Crearum AB consist of two employees everything, more or less, is mutually 
coordinated. Consultant D claims that Crearum AB does not have any stated strategies 
even though it has been discussed within the company at several occasions 

“We are aware of the problems of not managing and storing knowledge, both from inside 
our own organization and from the companies in which we have been hired to lead 
different innovations-project /.../ It happens that ideas are crafted during our sessions that 
is not possible to go through, because of certain problems of today, but in five years it 
might be possible and then companies might want to be able find the old ideas” 
(Consultant D).

4.2.4 Education
In Crearum AB the employees are constantly increasing their knowledge within the subject 
since every assignment is considered to be unique according to Consultant D. Since there 
are always new techniques and new task to have in innovation-sessions, every 
assignment is like an education and a test-session in one, continues Consultant D.

Crearum AB has considered how it would be if they were to expand and consultant D 
explains it like this:
“That person needs to work together with us and to build up sessions and lead sessions in 
collaboration with us, to learn the methodology”13(Consultant D)

4.2.5 Storing the knowledge
Consultant D says that as of today everything that is crafted during our innovation-
sessions or creativity-sessions, a normal work-process is to use post-it notes, is written 
down in a report and later stored in an archive.
“but there is a risk that that document becomes just another dust trap.”14(Consultant D)

She also says that their own comments and feedback from projects are not taken care of 
as it is today. There have been periods where they have tried to, but because of the 
constant lack of time they have only done it in minor time-periods. They have a “database” 
or archive with all the exercises they have tried, but no evaluation is made and stored. 
Sometimes, says Consultant D, they are communicating if an activity worked out well or 
not in a certain type of group, but mostly it is up to each one of them to build their own 
experience about the activities they have available.

                                               
13 “den personen måste vara med och bygga upp jobb med oss och leda grupper, för att lära sig metodiken”
14 “Men det är ju en risk att det där blir ett dokument som samlar damm.”
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Storing the knowledge in different services and packages is, according to Consultant D, 
something that has been discussed within Crearum AB. It is considered to be one of the 
major factors of success for the future. They have been talking about how to compress 
and archive their knowledge in services divided into different areas. Consultant D says:
“Maybe divided into areas like, for example if one wants to work with a company’s vision 
and objective, we will have a pre-made concept especially made for that.”15(Consultant D)

4.2.6 The work-culture 
Due to the fact that Crearum AB is dependent on mutual communication Consultant D 
says: 
“When there are only two persons working in a company it means working very tight to 
each other”16(Consultant D). 

4.2.7 Communication
Crearum AB is following almost exclusively an mutual strategy, everything is discussed 
and agreed upon in collaboration, because of their size and hence all their communication 
are verbal since there is no need of more advanced methods as long as it is just the two 
employees, but it is interesting for the future says Consultant D.

4.2.8 Routines and processes
According to Consultant D the work-process mostly depends on the size of the group but 
because almost every assignment is unique and because of the size of Crearum there are 
no real routines, she says:
“Usually we are discussing the results together with each other after ending a project /---/ 
but we do not follow any methodology”17(Consultant D).
She also states that most of the feedback and planning of projects are made on a varied 
level depending on if there is any spare-time to discuss it.

4.3 Crepido Systems AB 
The interviews at Crepido Systems AB were made at the office of Västervik with the head 
of the office, Liffner, and the two consultants; Hedenberg (Consultant E) and Lönnborg 
(Consultant F). Information about the company is partly taken from the web-site of Crepido 
Systems AB(www.crepido.se).

4.3.1 Company presentation
Since the start in 1997 Crepido Systems AB have expanded in a slow but steady way, the 
strategy has been to expand in a healthy manner, but still be the “the small company” with 
focus on long-term relationships with the clients and long-term profitability.

Crepido Systems AB has 40 employees divided into four different regions. The different 
offices have different types of work areas, for example some offices are specialized in pure 
system development while others are have more traditional resource-consulting, where the 
consultants are hired by a company for their competence and knowledge. The office in 
Västervik, which opened in 2008, has four employees but is in the phase of expanding and 
hiring more personnel. In Västervik it is much about system-integration development for 
one big client. 

                                               
15 “Kanske att det blir uppdelat på t.ex. om man vill jobba med företagets vision och mål så har vi ett upplägg 
för det.”
16 “När man bara jobbar två personer i ett företag innebär det ju att man har mycket kontakt”
17 “Många gånger stämmer vi av resultatet med varandra /---/ men vi har ingen systematik.”
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The organizational structure of Crepido Systems AB is described as rather flat by the head 
of. Even though most of the decisions are made by the CEO on the organizational level, 
and the strategies for each and every office is set by the head of that office. Since the 
consultants mostly are working from within the offices, either the CEO or the head of each 
office normally delegates the assignments, because much of their roles are to sell the 
services of Crepido Systems AB.

The competitive advantage of Crepido Systems AB is according to the head of the office in 
Västervik their competence in system-integration and that they have grown quite much but 
still possess the flexibility of the small business.

4.3.2 Knowledge 
The respondents are talking about knowledge as something philosophical, something that 
exists in one’s head. At the same time the respondents are all starting to question the 
differences between knowledge, competence and experience. All the respondents pointed 
out that knowledge is only of value if it can be used in practice.

The head of the office says the following about his thoughts on knowledge:
“There are a lot of theoretical definitions on what knowledge is, but for us, knowledge is 
about solving a problem in a professional way”18(Head of the office).

Consultant E refers to knowledge as to which techniques you can use, for example which 
programming-languages you know or what different development-methodologies you can 
use:
“Knowledge is what you can do /---/ In this profession knowledge is very important. 
Experience is just about how you are planning the system on an architect-level, but it is 
only knowledge when it comes to the development”19(Consultant E).

4.3.3 Knowledge strategies
The office of Västervik is not working with any standardized system-solutions but with 
integrating the systems with each other. Basically every client is using different systems 
and is situated in different situations and hence has different needs, which in practice 
means that every assignment is unique according to the head of the office. He states:
“Old solutions are seldom reused. Often, in this branch in general, the customer is the 
owner to the code and the solution. But we gain a know-how /.../ the conceptual solution is 
more important”20(Head of the office)

Consultant E, however, has a different opinion when it comes to reusing old solutions, he 
says:
“Regarding the code, we have access to all code we have ever worked with /---/ we have a 
repository where all code in-development are stored and one repository available for the 
client, and at least as long as we still have that client we have access to all the 
code.”(Consultant E)

                                               
18 “Det finns ju definitioner som passar mera på ett filosofiskt plan, men det vi jobbar med så handlar 
kunskap om att utföra en uppgift på ett bransch-mässigt korrekt sätt.”
19 “Kunskap är vad man kan göra /---/ Inom det är yrket är kunskap väldigt viktigt, erfarenhet är ju egentligen 
bara hur man lägger upp systemen på en arktitekt-nivå, det är ju bara kunskap när man kommer ner på 
själva utvecklingen”
20 “Gamla lösningar återanvänds sällan. Väldigt ofta i den här branschen överhuvudtaget så är kunden 
koden och lösningarna. Däremot har man ett know-how /.../ den konceptuella lösningen är det viktigaste”
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According to him, there have been a lot of discussions regarding strategies of knowledge 
management and how they should capture knowledge and experience from projects. But it 
has only became a vision due to when it comes to actually transform the vision into 
practice, no one really have time for it.

There is no real strategy for knowledge management within Crepido Systems according to 
the head of the office, he is also backed-up by Consultant F. Even though there is no 
explicit strategy concerning it, there are a lot of discussions about how to capture and 
reuse knowledge especially during the conferences, where all employees within Crepido 
Systems AB meet in the so-called competence-groups.

The head of the office continues
“We have a competence-network within Crepido. But the focus is on techniques /---/ not on 
a certain approach to a problem /.../ The head of each office has good knowledge about 
our deliveries and what each of the consultants are doing”21(Head of the office).

There are no explicit routines for how to use the competence-networks in the daily work at 
Crepido Systems AB, but the head of the office states that they are constantly 
encouraging the employees at the Västervik’s office to search for knowledge internally 
before asking the clients or other consultants from other firms.

4.3.4 Education
Every once in a month Crepido Systems AB has a sort of internal education amongst the 
employees where an employee, that has learned something special in a recent past, 
wants to inform and teach the others about a special subject or about a specific technique 
says The head of the office. He also says that these seminaries can work as a 
motivational-factor in order to learn new techniques, the person in charge for the seminar 
are either talking about the technique, demonstrating how it works or set up an 
experiment. 

The internally educational-seminar that each offices within Crepido System AB are having 
are highly appreciated amongst the interviewees which state that it is a very good way to 
share knowledge throughout the organization. Even though one might not have any 
special use for this knowledge right now it is a really good way to broaden ones knowledge 
for the future says all the interviewees. Consultant F also adds: 
“Since all the offices are working in such a different types of projects and with different 
clients there are always a lot to learn. /---/ This is the first company I’m working in that 
actually have a this kind of education. /---/ even though one might not have any use for the 
knowledge now it is definitely worth spending a couple of hours on.”22(Consultant F).

The head of the office says that the office in Västervik is having a slightly different 
approach to the internal education-seminars. Since they are all working with the same 
client and with similar techniques they felt that if they were to have an educational-seminar 
it would rather push them to read about new techniques to have something to talk about 
instead of just sharing their knowledge amongst the others. Then the whole purpose with 

                                               
21 “Vi har kompetensnätverk inom Crepido. Men fokus ligger mera på tekniken /---/ inte på en särskild 
problemställning /---/ Varje regionchef har så pass bra kunskap om vad vi leverar och vad varje konsult är 
sysselsatt med”
22 “Alla kontoren jobbar olika och med olika typer av kunder så det finns ju mycket att lära sig. /---/ Det är är 
första företaget jag jobbar på som över huvudtaget har inplanerade kompetenskvällar /---/ Även fast man inte 
har någon nytta v det just nu är det kul att höra och värt att lägga några timmar på”.
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the educational-seminar is lost. So, instead they have a project on a hobby-level to 
activate the employees and get a chance to collaborate, have fun and learn new 
techniques.

This newly founded approach is a fun way to learn new techniques according to the 
respondents, but in order to work really good some more planning and division of labor 
needs to be done.

When hiring new personnel the strategy of Crepido Systems AB is to as quick as possible 
get that person into projects and start working so he can start learn-by-doing. This is also 
made possible since Crepido Systems AB has a lower tax for the client when using 
inexperienced personnel. The head of the office of Västervik claims the following: 
“the worst thing is if a consultant doesn’t have anything to do. You have to assign him to 
projects as quick as possible.”
(Head of the office).

4.3.5 Storing the knowledge
Since the start of Crepido Systems AB they have had a wikipedia where information and 
knowledge has been shared. Nowadays there is a intranet which it is a better way of 
sharing information according to the head of the office.

Consultant E agrees with the head of the office that the intranet is a really good solution 
for knowledge and information sharing, but the problem is that no one really uses it. There 
are only a few persons actively using it due to the lack of time, he says:
“We have a really nice intranet but it is rather empty right now /---/ it is not enough people 
(working with it) and the ones that should really be doing it do not have the time for it.”23(
Consultant E).

Consultant F answers that she has no idea if there are any place where old knowledge or 
experience are saved in a special location, since she have not had the need to search for 
it.

The knowledge is mainly bound to the person who has been working with the technique 
according to the head of the office. Their focus on knowledge sharing is limited to 
techniques, not specific contexts. He continues to explain that they have a tool in order to 
help finding the person who possesses knowledge about a specific technique, in this tool 
the consultants’ curriculum vitae’s are connected and made searchable. Consultant F 
says:
“I think it is mostly the CEO and the managements, the ones making the resource-planning 
who uses it”24(Consultant F, consultant).

A problem with the technique-bound knowledge, states The head of the office, is that if 
another consultant from a different office within Crepido System AB is planning a project, 
he/she do not know if a similar project already has been made in the past. They can find 
information about the technique but not the problem. But, he continues, since the 
organization is so small the knowledge is always maximum four or five calls away.

                                               
23 “vi har ju ett jättefint intranät med möjligheter och allt men det är ganska tomt /---/ , men det är inte 
tillräckligt många och dom som verkligen skulle behöva göra det har absolut inte tid till det.
24 “Jag tror nog mest det är chefer och projektledare, dom som gör resursplaneringarna som använder de”
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4.3.6 The work-culture 
All the respondents agrees to that the work-culture is very open and non-prestigious, you 
can ask anyone about anything and you will get an answer or they will redirect you to 
someone else how knows it. The head of the office says that he (and the management 
within Crepido Systems AB) is not doing anything special in order to encourage a good 
work-climate, he says: 
“We are not doing anything special to encourage it, but it works so something is done 
correctly”25(Head of the office).

Consultant E says that the only prestigious thing he has noticed regarding the educational-
seminar is:
“Some people are showing off with their skills by running the educational-seminar more 
often /.../ but that just positive for the rest of us”26(Consultant E).

The seminaries every office is having once in a while are not just a way of spreading 
knowledge. Consultant E claims that some of the offices are using these occasions as a 
kind of social activity as well, for example after the seminar they sometimes go out to grab 
some food or beverages.

4.3.7 Communication
Since the office in Västervik only has four employees the meetings are quite informal and 
spontaneous, say Consultant F. When it comes to communicating with the other offices it 
is mainly phone or email, as well going there in person and of course the internet-seminars 
that has been spoken of, she adds. For broadcasting news across the organization the 
intranet is used with its information-spreading functions adds the head of the office. 

4.3.8 Routines and processes
The only real routine Crepido Systems AB has is the educational-seminar that every office 
arrange every once in a while according to all the respondents. 

The head of the office tells that when a project or a sub-project has ended there are no 
routines of how an evaluation should be handled. It is all up to the project-leader. He gives 
an example on one of the larger projects they are working on where he is the project-
leader where the he is continually doing a review of the teams work of what could have 
been done better. This is summarized in a report and given to the client. But he continues 
to add that there is no explicit routine, it is just the way he does it in that project.

According to Consultant E there are very few routines and explicit processes in general 
within the company. He says that he thinks it would be good for the company to have 
some more explicit routines for different processes as long as enough time is provided to 
follow them. As of today there are routines, of course, but almost none are explicit and 
there are very little time for making follow-ups or reflecting on precious situations, he 
points out. The head of the office on the other hand thinks that it is important not to make 
up to many routines since Crepido Systems AB is such a small organization, but he says 
that they have started to become so big that they will have to introduce more routines
“We have gathered a couple of check-lists for how we manage projects, which is really the 
essence of how we do it, we have an embryo: But we are not there yet...”27(Head of the 
office).

                                               
25 “Vi gör väl inget så där för att främja det, men det fungerar så något rätt gör vi ju”
26 “vissa glänser med att hålla i kurserna oftare /.../ Det är ju bara bra för alla andra”
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He sums up with
“I’d like to think that if you ask the same questions in a couple of years we will have it”28( 
Head of the office).

                                                                                                                                                           
27 Vi har satt ihop lite cheklistor för hur vi driver projekt vilket egentligen kanske är essensen av hur vi driver 
projekt, vi har ett embryo av det. Men vi är inte där än”
28 “Jag kan tänka mig att om du ställer samma fråga inom några år har vi nog det.”
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5 Analysis 
In this chapter the empirical findings are analyzed with the help of the theoretical 
framework. The analysis is based on the research question and therefore focuses on the 
processes, similarities and differences, of how the consulting firms studied are capturing, 
spreading and reusing knowledge gained in projects.

5.2 Project-routines
The firms studied are all discussing the advantages of using or implementing a knowledge 
management strategy into their organization. They are making parallels to the iron-triangle 
(Jugdev et al. 2005) and points out how they would gain an advantage from reusing 
knowledge from old projects. Both Crearum AB and Envima AB claims that the main 
advantage would be that by reusing old solutions or knowledge from similar projects would 
definitely increase the rate of delivery. Since less time is needed to prepare and complete 
the project, the time from initiating to delivery could be significantly decreased. As well is 
Envima AB claiming that the quality of the delivery would increase significantly if one were 
to reuse the knowledge that already exists within the area. The latter because in the life as 
a consultant one should always be critical to old solutions and always try to improve them 
at the same time as you should try to make the delivery as quick as possible says the CEO 
of Envima AB.

In neither of the interviewed companies they have any fixed structure of how a project 
start-up or a termination of a project should be done in order to capture gained experience 
and knowledge. In Crearum AB the outcome and the result is often discussed between the 
two employees with a focus on the design of the sessions they recently arranged. The 
outcome of that discussion is however not written down and saved for the future. Crepido 
Systems AB and Envima AB have similar procedures in larger projects to receive feedback 
from the client. Envima AB is making a survey to see if the client is satisfied in the end of 
the project. While Crepido Systems AB is making a periodical follow-up of the project 
where they are reflecting upon their work in a critical way in order to find improvements 
and to develop their own skills and make the client satisfied. When starting up a project 
Envima AB has a couple of steps they normally do, but they are only performed if the 
project leader have the energy and enthusiasm for it. Crepido Systems AB has taken the 
procedures normally performed one step further and developed a couple of checklists that 
should be performed when starting up projects. As Crepido Systems AB are in the phase 
of increasing their personnel to 40-45 persons within the nearest future the head of the 
office in Västervik claims that they are about to implement fixed routines into the 
organization in order to get a more structural organization.

Even though all the interviewed companies are aware of the advantages of capturing and 
managing knowledge from projects, neither of them is prepared to invest the time needed 
to do so. The management are promoting and encouraging the employees to reflect on the 
acquired knowledge, but the consultants claims that not enough time are provided 
because there is always another project that needs the resources. Hence, it seems to end 
up in a paradoxical situation where the companies know that they would gain an 
advantage with managing the knowledge but they do not want to make the investment.
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As described above, the companies have some knowledge management processes in 
different stages of the project processes described by Sahlin-Andersson et al. (2002) as 
illustrated in figure 5.1 below. Crearum AB, which is the smallest companies in the study, 
is only active in the termination phase and discusses and reflects on the outcome of a 
project, both Envima AB and Crepido Systems AB are active in the starting up phase as 
well and have commonly executed knowledge management procedures. Crepido Systems 
AB, which is the largest company in the study have active processes during the whole 
project.

Figure 5.1 The authors own interpretation of the companies’ knowledge management activity during a project

This model gives an example of how companies’ formality and structure within the field of 
knowledge management develops as the company is expanding. According to 
Ylinenpaa(2005) the small business is an extension of the owner who once started the 
business, with the same flexibility and informality. But inevitably as the company-size is 
increasing, the company must implement more formality and a structure to its work. Thus, 
Crearum AB has less knowledge management activity in the project-process (Sahlin-
Andersson et al. 2002) than Crepido Systems AB when considering capturing knowledge.

5.2 Knowledge 
The interviewed companies in this study all have similar definitions of what knowledge is 
and how it can be of value for the company. They have all the same base for what 
knowledge is as discussed by Braf(2000) and Little et al.(2005); that knowledge includes 
experience, values, intuition or conviction.

All the respondents are agreeing upon that old knowledge and experience from previous 
projects will play an important role in the future projects since a ”know-how” is gained and 
that you do not have to start from square one. They all started their definitions by trying to 
formulate a definition on a philosophical level without success. Instead they are splitting 
knowledge into two parts: knowledge and competence and then tries to figure out what 
they mean instead. With reference to Little et al. (2005) these two parts, knowledge and 
competence, represent tacit and explicit knowledge. The authors distinguish the two parts 
as tacit being the theoretical knowledge that cannot be transformed into words and explicit 
knowledge being the easily codified. Knowledge is later created through interaction 
between tacit and explicit; no part is less important than the other since the one cannot 
exist without the other. According to the respondents of Envima AB, knowledge is what 
exists inside one-self and that is hard to define, usually you just know it by trial and error. 
Competence is being clarified further as the practical knowledge, which is what you can do 
with your knowledge. Crearum AB and Crepido Systems AB are similar in their definitions 
of knowledge. It is simply how to solve and work in a professional way.

Crepido Systems AB is discussing the following about their definition. The head of the 
office and one of the consultants agrees to the other organizations definitions. 
Nonetheless, one of the interviewed consultants, the developer, also adds the parameter 
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experience into the calculation of how to define knowledge. He adds that he thinks that 
experience and knowledge from other projects only helps when planning for a new 
assignment, rather than helps when for example developing a solution.

Hence, from the discussion above, knowledge in the interviewed companies seems to 
have a focus on what one can deliver and produce rather than the theoretical knowledge 
one might posses. This view of knowledge stays in perfect line of what Ylinenpaa (2005) is 
discussing about small businesses and its focus on use only what works which is typical to 
the small business entrepreneur-spirit.

5.3 Knowledge conversion
As shown during the interviews, all the responding organizations are applying different 
types of knowledge conversions in different situations. All respondents say that when 
recruiting new personnel to the organization a kind of apprenticeship is applied. The newly 
hired employee gets a mentor that he/she follows, imitates and asks questions during the 
apprenticeship. Envima AB and Crepido System AB explains that much of the knowledge 
from projects, educations and similar is shared through informal gatherings such as coffee 
breaks or during the informal face-to-face meetings. The socialization form of knowledge 
conversion is an effective way of knowledge sharing (Villalba, 2005). Socialization is 
important in the terms of building up good relations between the workers within the 
organization and fosters a caring environment according to the respondents. Parallels can 
be drawn to the strategy of the shared context of knowledge creation; love, care, trust and 
commitment (Little et al., 2005). 

Crepido Systems AB says that their approach is to get the newly hired employee into 
projects as quickly as possible in order to let him/her learn by doing. Their opinion is: 

“The worst thing is if a consultant doesn’t have anything to do. You have to assign him to 
projects as quick as possible.”29(Head of the office, Crepido Systems AB).

As illustrated in the quote above, Crepido Systems AB is using a technique described by 
Villaba (2006) called internalization of knowledge. This is described as the “learn-by-doing” 
(Villaba, 2006) approach. Furthermore, the different offices within Crepido Systems AB is 
responsible for an educational seminar, which is held periodically, where interesting 
subjects or newly acquired knowledge are spread throughout the organization. The 
approaches of the seminars can be different depending on the office in charge for planning 
it. Sometimes they arrange traditional lectures where different subjects are taught by 
having discussions regarding the technique, following the strategy of externalization 
(Nonaka et al. 1995). Or sometimes the seminars are more like a simulation or 
experimentation where the tutor first is discussing and later the auditor tries to do the same 
in a lab-environment.

According to the CEO of Envima AB they can also be said to follow a “learning-by-doing” 
approach. But they combine it more with socialization (Alvesson et al. 2004) as they use 
mentorship as well. The respondents in Envima AB describe the processes that the newly 
hired consultant observes and imitates the mentor. The first time a task is done he is only 
observing, the second time they collaborates and the third time it is done by him selves. 
The collaboration can be done in different way. A commonly used method within Envima 
AB, according to the respondents, is to either let the new employee do a “ghost 
                                               
29”det värsta som händer när man anställer en konsult är att sitter och inte har något att göra. Det gäller att så snabbt 
som möjligt få ut han i uppdrag”
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assignment”, which is a real assignment where the report/documents are not being 
delivered to the client. Another way is to let the newly hired employee do the assignment 
by himself and let his mentor secure the quality of the assignment by reading/editing it. In 
differentiation to Crepido Systems AB, Envima AB have a meeting every second week 
where the status of the company are discussed, which projects are about to start, which 
have recently been finished and so on. These meetings have different employees in 
charge every time in order to get a different perspective on problems and certain subjects 
says the CEO. 

Crearum AB describes the process of letting the newly hired employee observe, imitate 
and find its own way of performing the sessions in the best way that suits that person. The 
socialization is an important form of knowledge sharing especially when combining it with a 
significant part of autonomy (Little et al., 2005) where the responsibility lays on the newly 
employee.

An interesting finding is that all the organizations studied are striving for a conversion 
strategy of externalization and combination (Nonaka et al. 1995). This means that the 
interviewed companies all wants their knowledge to be converted into easily coded and 
shareable fragments that can be stored and used in forms of manuals, routines and 
processes. But they all claims that they have not yet reached their objective completely 
and as it is shown they are on different stages of maturity in the knowledge management 
process, which probably can be seen as a result of their growth in their respectively sector.

5.4 Knowledge management strategies 
Envima AB strives towards archiving and compressing their consultants´ knowledge into 
different tools and packages in order to complete tasks faster and with a significantly 
higher rate of success due to the refining processes of reusing old solutions. The tools and 
packages can be in forms of services offered to clients, or other more or less off-the-shelf 
solutions. The belief that higher rate of delivery can be reached if old solutions are reused
is also mentioned by the interviewed at Crearum AB as a major success-factor, since less 
time is needed on planning each assignment. Which will lead to higher degree of 
successful projects, according to the iron-triangle (Jugdev et al. 2005)?

Both Crepido Systems AB and Envima AB points out the importance of the collective 
knowledge within the organization. Crepido Systems AB considers that they have a 
competence network within the organization that is enough. In contrast Envima AB 
discusses the importance of their external competence network, referring to the 
importance of contacts with for example specialist working at other consulting firms that 
can help them. The main explanation to this is probably the differences in size of the 
organizations. Crepido Systems AB has grown to the size that their internal competence-
network can provide enough knowledge in comparison to the quite small company as 
Envima AB is. As a result, the employees of Envima AB are significantly more dependent 
on the network of contacts rather than the actual knowledge of the employee. This may 
sound contradictory, but is explained by the respondents of Envima AB giving examples of 
the employees that have knowledge that is similar to each other. Only depending on its 
interest the specific knowledge to that person is different from the others. The above gives 
an example of how it differentiates depending on the size of the organization (Ylinenpaa, 
2005). With this in mind I can also be argued how smaller companies like Envima AB 
needs to consider knowledge management in order to gain an advantage over larger 
companies (Hutchinson et al. 2005).
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At Envima AB they are trying to de-personalize and store the knowledge in forms of tools 
and services according to the respondents is the codification strategy (Alvesson et al. 
2004). The knowledge and experience are stored in archives as reports and outcomes 
from different projects. The main objective is that as much knowledge as possible should 
be reused in every project. It is timesaving and at the same time, by reusing old solutions, 
the stored knowledge is refined and constantly updated according to the CEO and one of 
the consultants interviewed. By the discussion above and from the interviews made at 
Envima AB it can be concluded that they have a lot of knowledge stored in archives. But 
they lack the routines to look for old knowledge when starting up projects.

The interviewees from Crepido System AB are explaining that the nature of every project 
they are working on is unique and it is not possible to reuse the majority of solutions. The 
specialty of Crepido Systems AB is to integrate systems with each other and since no 
companies have the same set of systems, web-services or mobile devices, they cannot 
reuse the solutions “off the shelf”. Instead the head of the office and one of the consultants 
points out that it is instead a “know-how” that is gained during each project, which can be 
reused in order to save time. Crepido Systems AB can therefore be said to follow the 
personalization strategy of knowledge management (Alvesson et al. 2004; Storey, 2010). 

This however makes them dependent on the personnel and that some of the involved in 
each project have been involved in a similar project if they are to reuse any knowledge. 
The third respondent from Crepido Systems AB, however, says that they have all the 
programming code made in all projects performed saved in repositories. The developers 
can therefore easily reuse code and old solutions from previous projects; this would mean 
that Crepido Systems AB have a strategy of codification (Alvesson et al. 2004). 

As described, the opinions within Crepido Systems AB about how much and what 
knowledge that can be reused differs between the respondents. Crepido Systems AB can 
therefore be described as having a mixture of knowledge management strategies. On the 
one hand, a personalization strategy since they rely on the employees “know how”, on the 
other hand, a codification strategy since they rely on the coded knowledge that is easily 
saved and transmitted. According to theory (Alvesson et al. 2004; Storey, 2010) a 
company should not have only one strategy because it would be an ineffective use of 
knowledge management. Instead the companies should have a mixture of the two 
strategies, but with a focus on one of them, and in the case of Crepido Systems AB it can 
be said to be the personalization since the respondents claims the “know-how” the 
personnel posses are more important than the existing code. 

This indicates that the competence and the “know-how” are of much more value since one 
cannot learn tacit knowledge in the same way that one can learn the explicit (Little et al., 
2005). But since the roles and responsibilities differentiates between the respondents and 
hence the prerequisites differentiate in order of reusing solutions it might be discussed that 
there are no appropriate knowledge management strategy applicable to a whole company 
but rather different strategies depending on the roles of the users. For example it is easier 
to reuse pure development-code for a developer rather than a blueprint of a system-
integration for a system-architect (which is situation-based).

5.5 The shared context of knowledge creation
In both Envima AB and Crepido System AB the context in which the knowledge is created 
seems to be a very important factor for success. The importance of this trust is also 
pointed out and explained in figure 2.1 by Tuomi (1999).It is described in both companies 
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that an open environment, where criticism can be given to each other without any hard 
feelings, is important. Both companies describe that there does not exist any competition 
between the employees within the firm. With competition it is meant that no one is too 
proud of their solutions that they do not want to help or give suggestions to others. 
Furthermore, people are not afraid of using coworkers’ solutions or ask for help. Hence, 
both companies can be said to foster a love, care, trust and committing context (Takeuchi 
et al. 1986). In order to reach this objective the employees´ needs to be highly motivated 
and inspired (Little et al., 2005). Motivation and inspiration among the personnel can rise 
out of responsibility, which seems to be the case in the firms. Autonomy (Takeuchi et al.  
1986), is common in companies with few employees, they can all be seen as living 
organisms where every employee is a vital organ. Using these two strategies in 
combination, the companies strive towards reaching a synergy, which all the responding 
companies, states they have achieved. 

However, neither of the management directors in the studied firms can say what they have 
done in order to create this type of environment. The loving, caring, trusting and 
committing environment is hard to achieve (Little et al., 2005). One of the respondents 
says that is always starts with oneself taking the first step in order to reach a non-
prestigious surrounding, another respondent says
“We are not doing anything special to encourage it, but it works so something is done 
correctly”19(Head of the office, Crepido Systems AB).

It can hence be concluded that both companies are fostering a love, care, trust and 
committing context (Little et al., 2005) as well as autonomy (Storey, 2010). The shared 
context seems to be unintentionally created since neither of the managements is doing 
anything special to achieve it. The spontaneously created shared context is something 
very transient and can therefore disappear just as quickly as it was created (Little et al, 
2005). One of the major challenges for the companies interviewed will be, just as 
discussed by Little et al. (2005) to preserve the same environment even when growing. 

The interviewed companies have gained the open environment because the culture within 
the companies is working very well. The reason why it has become as it is without any 
special incentive is that the interviewed companies are all rather small and still have the 
flexibility and the dynamic that only small company’s posse (Ylinenpaa, 2005). Which 
permits the personnel to change the shared context as the needs are changing (Takeuchi 
et al. 1986)?

In Crearum AB there is not much to talk about when it comes to the shared context of 
knowledge creation, since there are only two employees. Nether less Crearum AB seems 
to have a perfectly working organization without the explicit strategies and methods, which 
according to the Ylinenpaa’s (2000) definitions of small businesses. In Crearum AB 
everything is mutually decided and they are both very aware of what the other one is doing 
all the time. However, it is important to be aware of the radical changing it would lead to if 
one were to expand. Because of the dynamic structure a two-person company has the 
shared context that can best be described as a floating thing, always prepared to change 
for the needed purpose (Ylinenpaa, 2005; Hutchinson et al., 2005).
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6 Results
The studied companies are capturing the knowledge from projects by saving all the 
outcomes and deliveries from every project and stored either in an archive or as know-how 
in the mind of the participants. In some of the companies surveys’ are made in order to 
receive feedback from larger projects, even though the results might not be further 
reflected upon. Acquired knowledge is spread within the organization mainly by informal 
meetings, working tightly together, observing and imitating and mentorship (which can all 
be categorized as socialization). Knowledge is also spread through internalization 
(learning-by-doing) when working in teams. The reuse of old knowledge from previous 
projects or know-how is done to a limited amount by either studying the outcome from 
projects or by asking people that have earlier been involved in similar projects.

7 Conclusions

7.1 Conclusion based from the study
By answering the following question the purpose of the thesis attained:
“How is the knowledge acquired in projects being captured, spread and reused within the 
consulting firm?”

The study has shown that there is a lack of fixed routines for capturing; spreading and 
reusing acquired knowledge from projects within the studied small consulting firms. The 
companies studied do have procedures that can be categorized under knowledge 
management even though they have not got any explicit strategies of how to work with 
knowledge management in projects. Hence they do not work actively with knowledge 
management in projects. Instead focus within the firms’ is on increasing and spreading 
competence and issues concerning the personnel. 

A conclusion based on the findings of this study is that the context in which the knowledge 
is created is the most important and crucial factor for knowledge management. The larger 
a company grows, the more important the fixed routines and the administration seem to 
be, based on the studied organizations. 
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7.2 Proposals and improvements
In the following chapter a set of proposals and improvements will be presented for the 
studied companies. These proposals do mainly derive from the interviewed consultants 
themselves and compiled here in order to give ideas to the companies. It may also create 
a foundation for discussions on how small consulting firms may want to improve their 
knowledge management situation.

One of the most important improvements the companies can do in order to handle their 
knowledge within the company in a better way is to have fixed routines where acquired 
knowledge is discussed and spread. It can be in forms of meetings, experimentations or 
other sessions where it is focused upon. It is also pointed out during the interviews that it is 
important that these sessions are made with certain periodically, so it not just something 
that is reflected upon once or twice a year and later forgotten. 

During the interviews with the managements in the different companies it has been 
discussed that small companies does not need the routines which is proposed when using 
knowledge management. But when interviewing the consultants it was revealed that the 
respondents was rather missing a fixed structure than fearing from it becoming just 
another administrative processes that needs to be done. It should also be pointed out that 
this is true as long as enough time and resources is offered from the management. 

In order to successfully be able to capture and spread the appropriate acquired knowledge 
from projects. There have been proposals of introducing special roles into the organization 
that have the responsibility of evaluating and distributing the knowledge to the appropriate 
persons. It would be this roles responsibility of building and managing the knowledge-bank 
with all the knowledge that exists within the organization.

7.3 Proposals for further research
It has been shown in this study that there seems to be a relation between the size of the 
company and to what grade the companies are focusing on knowledge management. It 
would be of interest to do a research with a focus on just that relation, does it even exist a 
relation? Further proposals would be to investigate the economic benefit the companies 
would or would not obtain by implementing knowledge management into the organization. 
Including the resources one must supply in order to effectively use knowledge 
management and the time and cost savings one can achieve by reusing old knowledge.
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9 Appendixes
9.1 Interview-guide
In this section the interview-guide will be presented.

Interview-guide for the CEO/head of the office
Preparing questions
-Can I use the company name in the thesis?
-Do you want to be anonymous?
-May I record this interview?
General questions
-Describe yourself and your position within the organization
-What kind of project have you been working on/recently finished?
The organization
-Describe the organization briefly.
-Describe the branch of the organization briefly.
-What kind of projects are you doing (standardized/unique)?
-What kind of costumers are you meeting?
-Briefly describe the organizational structure
Knowledge
-Define knowledge
-What’s the company’s view on knowledge?
-How does the company’s knowledge gives you an competitive advantage?
Knowledge management strategies
-Do the company have any KM-strategy?
-How is the knowledge stored within the company?
-Do you have any routines/processes in order to capture, store and spread newly acquired 
knowledge when terminating a project?
-Do you have any routines/processes in order to reuse old solution/knowledge when 
starting up a new project?
Knowledge conversion
-Does it exist any general communication channels within the organization?
-How do the employees communicate while they are working outside the facility?
-How is knowledge spread throughout the organization? 
-How much resources are dedicated for an educational purpose 
-What can the company do in order to promote the spreading of knowledge internally?
Culture of working
-Which type of working climate are you trying to promote and how is it done?
-How is the competence and responsibility spread amongst the employees?
-How are the roles of the employees varied amongst the different projects? Give an 
example.
-What can the company do in order to promote a better working-climate?
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Interview-guide for the consultants
Preparing questions
-Do you want to be anonymous?
-May I record this interview?
General questions
-Describe yourself and your position within the organization
-What kind of project have you been working on/recently finished?
Knowledge
-Define knowledge
-How do you value your own knowledge?
-What does the knowledge means for the organization? 
Knowledge management strategies
-Describe a termination of a project and how acquired knowledge and experience are 
captured.
-Can you give an example of how a project-failure has changed the routines for not 
repeating the same mistake again?
-Describe a startup of a project with reusing knowledge in mind.
-How is knowledge managed from earlier projects? 
-Does the company have a knowledge database? Describe how it works.
-Does someone posses the knowledge of where/who to ask to find knowledge?
-How do you think the knowledge management could be improved in the company?
Knowledge conversion
-Does it exist any general communication channels within the organization?
-What’s your opinion on sharing knowledge to other co-workers?
-How is knowledge spread throughout the organization? 
-What could you do to improve the knowledge sharing within the organization?
-What do you think the company can do in order to promote the spreading of knowledge 
internally?
Culture of working
-How would you describe the working climate within the organization?
-What’s your roll in the projects normally?
-How would you like to change the climate?
-What can the company do in order to promote a better working-climate?


